
 
 

 

 

 

ACTIVITIES 2012 
 

Quad Biking: 
Come experience the real thing and encounter natural obstacles on our quad trail.  No 
experience is needed; our guides will take you through proper instruction to safely enjoy 
this amazing activity.  It’s an hour ride into the bush and down to the community where you 
will meet the villages and we will show you the community project sponsored by the lodge.  

 R365.00 per person 

 1 hour 
 
Archery: 
Archery is one of the ancient activities that we offer using modern day equipment.  We use 
the modern re-curve bows, so named because of its curved shape.  The guide will safely 
brief you on how to use the equipment and tell you briefly a story about the bushman 
hunters.  Please give yourself an opportunity to learn the technique of this challenging art 
form.   

 R155.00 per person 

 30 minutes 
 
Village Walk: 
Go on an expedition to the surrounding villages and take the opportunity to visit the local 
Mphebatho Cultural Museum and learn more about the Bakgatla Tribe and their history.  
Guests will have the option of walking to and from the village or walking to the village and 
being fetched by game viewer. 

- R105.00 per person 
- +/- 1 ½ hours 

 
Interactive Drumming: 
Djembe drum has a great cultural heritage in Africa. So what better way of exposing your 
client to the rich enjoyment and fulfilling experience of African drumming by learning the 
history and cultural importance of drumming as well as the fun of learning to play this 
wonderful instrument.  

 R 155.00 pp 

 1 hour 
 
 
 



Tribal Show: 
An overwhelming Tswana and Zulu dancing experience which will take you through an 
African ritual.  Singing to us is the food of life that heals the human soul.  Dancing is an 
expression of our daily routines that we all have adopted into our culture.  Dance 
invigorates and prepares the warriors for battles, and above all dance bridges the gap 
between the ancient and the modern.  It keeps the stories of the legends alive for the 
generations yet to come.  The storyteller will introduce the SANGOMA, a name given to 
someone in contact with ancestral spirits, or a witch doctor.   After the Sangoma the stick 
fighters will jump in, stick fighting provided an opportunity for men to build courage and 
skills, to distinguish themselves as proficient warriors, and to earn respect in the 
community.  The storyteller will enter the stage to introduce the gumboots dancers and 
teller a brief history about the origin of gumboots dancing, where the workers were 
forbidden to speak, and as a result created a means of communication, essentially their 
own unique form of Morse code.  By slapping their gumboots and stamping their feet. 

 R 11 950.00 

 1 hour 
   
African Marimba Band: 
A stunning 4 piece African power marimba is a traditional xylophone made of wood and it 
has an incredible earthly sound used by most tribes in Africa. It’s a stunning way to keep 
guest entertained during a bush “braai” or gala dinner. 

 R 7800.00  

 1 hour 
 
African Choir: 
Song and dance has been our daily form of expression in any given situation since the 
beginning of time. Our African Choir is a perfect fusion of two different ethnic groups, the 
traditional Setswana and Zulu songs fused with both Setswana and Zulu dances. An African 
fusion that will leave you screaming for more. 

 R4200.00 

 30 minutes 
 

Snake Demonstration 

The overall objective and theme is to educate and expose guests to the marvelous world of reptiles, 

dispelling the myths and old wives tales that surround reptiles and snakes as being the sly vicious 

animals with their only aim being to inflict harm. 

Through an informative process, we begin to learn that these reptiles play a vitally important role to 

the overall health and maintenance of a natural eco-system. Guests are allowed to get up close and 

personal with some of South Africa’s most venomous snakes, with an opportunity to touch some of 

our less aggressive and venomous specimens. The act of touching a real live snake for many people 

is a first time experience and often nothing what they expected. 

The educational is very flexible and can be tailor made to suite specific requirements by the guests. 

 R3500.00 

 1 hour 

 



 
 

KINDLY NOTE THAT THESE RATES ARE NETT AND NON COMMISSIONABLE 
A 50% CANCELLATION FEE WILL BE CHARGED FOR ANY BOOKINGS CANCELLED WITHIN 14 
DAYS PRIOR TO ARRIVAL 


